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Misinformation and Fake News
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Social Inequality

Relatively even access Unequal Access

How does this inequality affect learning?



Model
Principal Organic

Nature

Safe Risky

Timeline

t=0 t=1 t=2 t=3 t=4

Costly messages



Random Networks
u k islands (or communities) that tend to associate with each other 

based on demographic factors.

u Each island has some fraction of knowledgeable agents on it.
u Agents on the same island are connected with probability 𝑝! and 

agents on different islands are connected with probability 𝑝" < 𝑝!.
u Manipulation: the principal successfully deceives an agent into 

believing the incorrect state.
u Theorem: As the network grows large, manipulation in the random 

network is the same as manipulation in the expected network with 
high probability.



Changes in Inequality

Original Network

Change in 𝑝!

Change in 𝑝"

Majorization 
(”Robin Hood”)



Inequality hurts Marginalized 
Communities

Privileged Community Marginalized Community

𝜋 is the belief of the correct state (S)



Manipulation and Inequality

Caveat!

No Inequality

Intermediate Inequality

Extreme Inequality



Different Island Sizes
Privileged Community Marginalized Community

Large Community

𝜋 is the belief of the correct state (S)



Strategic Trade-offs: High Cost of 
Targeting

Privileged Community Marginalized Community

Average Community

3%

97%

1%

99%

100%

What happens when the cost 
of manipulating the agents 
via misinformation is costly?

- Difficult to reach many 
agents, may require more 
resources to manipulate 
more people.

- May be more profitable to 
target “influential” groups 
with strong “word of 
mouth” effects.

- How does inequality affect 
strategic decisions?



Optimal Manipulation Strategy
****Cost of manipulating one agent is 𝜀 ∈ (4/5,1)

Manipulate everyone Manipulate 2 islands

Target everyone in the population Target both susceptible islands

Manipulate 2 islands 1 island No one



Optimal Manipulation Strategy,
cont.

Marginalized island + some average Marginalized island + some privileged 

With intermediate inequality, no profitable strategy exists!



Policy Implications
u #1: Inequality hurts marginalized communities 

and hurts society as a whole, BUT…

u #2: If a policymaker cannot completely 
eradicate inequality, simply decreasing it can 
have undesirable outcomes.

u #3: Resources that are taken from the larger 
community and hoarded by a privileged 
community hurts everyone.  It is incentive-
compatible for the privileged community to 
“donate” resources to bigger community.

u #4: Strategic forces can influence how the 
principal spreads misinformation; decreasing 
inequality can have unintended consequences.



Conclusion

u Inequality in access to knowledgeable agents who know the true 
state.

u Strategic actor who injects costly misinformation.

u Results:
u Privileged (but small) communities should (selfishly!) prefer to give up

resources

u Reducing inequality can lead to worse learning. Why?
u More integrated network can help the principal spread more misinformation

u Strategic considerations of the principal


